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In  this  URGENT  MESSAGE  The  LORD  revealed  His  displeasure  with  His  Church’s  un-
readiness to engage in spiritual warfare in these times of great need.

I HEARD HIS URGENT VOICE SAYING:

“Life Watch…Life Watch…Life Watch! (Three times, with heavy emphasis on the
words life and watch)

“Life Watch Services! (emphasis on services)

“There is need to Create Life Watch  Services! (emphasis on the words  create and
services.)

(1.) “Watch for life-giving opportunities in the Prayer Rooms.”
“There is a ”Life and Death Struggle” before you!
This Nation is targeted for Holocaust... Holocaust like [such as] disregard for life.
See? (Asked the Lord.)

(2.) “There is  a need for the  Watchers to  watch dutifully and  pray dutifully.   Holy  Ghost
Watchers—Those who are equipped for the Supernatural Revelations and Instructions (seeing
and  receiving)  Strategic  Instructions.   They  must  arise  to  the  forefront,  boldly  and
fearlessly…assuming their positions AS Kingdom Warriors in Truth!

(3.) “There is no time for  expectancy or dependency on  Man's Wisdom.  Man's wisdom  fails
God's purposes every time. It is NOT reliable!

 “  Holocaust is no joke! It must be perceived as Real and Frontal. 
 The enemy is frontal and determined to execute a Holocaust-like Mass Death Attack!

(4.) “Believe  me  when    I  Direct  ACTION  and  ATTENTION  …to    Attend  Dutifully   to  My
Leadings!  said the Lord. 

 The Situation Room of  “Supernatural Intelligence” is reliable…Dependably Sure…
and Commands response without delay!”

(5.) “This watch is  intensively directed… for  LIFE depends upon the  Watchers seeing with
Divine Accuracy…and their responsiveness to the revealed needs with  Strategic Precision. I
Say! [This means]…Prayer Targeting [that is] interrupting the Enemy's schemes preventively
I Say!

His declarative words of enlightenment were, “Watch for Life IS the Call Now…and for Many
Days to Come!” says the Lord of Mercy.


